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SHORT LINE
This is a line of containers for small and

extremely small cartridges.  The line has

been specially designed for applications

where there is reduced installation space

and minimum capacity.  The Short Line

includes the Micro Aqua, Mini Aqua, Aqua

Net, Aqua Kid and Aqua Kid/Eco filters.  All

the containers in the line come without

cartridges, and have white heads and

transparent (Blue SAN) or white (Opaque

PP) sump.  Other colors are available upon

request for bulk orders.

MICRO AND MINI AQUA are the smallest

containers in the series.  The unique shape

of the head on these containers allows

direct installation on the wall.  These

containers are particularly suitable for pre-

filtering treatment on small electrical

appliances and in any situation where a

minimum amount of water is required.

AQUA NET  has been specially designed for

vertical installation with in-take at the

bottom and out-put at the top.  Aqua Net

is ideal for small-capacity devices and small

areas, and can be applied to pipe fittings,

hydro-cleaning machines, and beverage

distributors.

AQUA KID handles medium capacity while

featuring reduced dimensions.  The head of

Aqua Kid has three-way coupling to allow

straight line or square assembly, depending

on the size of the installation area.

AQUA KID/ECO is the alternative to the

classical Aqua Kid container. While featuring

the same technical characteristics, the head

on Aqua Kid/Eco has a different look, and

the container comes in an economical

package.

linea short
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STANDARD LINE

This is a line of containers for FP2 cartridges

with two-piece plastic filters and FP3

cartridges with three-piece plastic filters.

The heads are made with female-thread

couplings with brass inserts and brass blow-

off valves, or without brass inserts with

plastic relief valves.

All containers are designed to hold standard

filter cartridges measuring 5, 7, 9 3/4, 20

inches.  They allow handling medium

capacities, and are particularly suitable for

domestic or residential use.  The ring on the

FP3 series facilitates opening and closing

during maintenance.

A wrench for assembly is included in the

accessories.

All containers come without cartridges, and

have blue heads and transparent (Blue SAN)

or white (Opaque PP) sumps.

Other colors are available upon request for

bulk orders.

The package is neutral, but may be

personalized upon request for bulk orders.

standard line
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AQUAFIN LINE

Like Aqualux, the AQUAFIN line is a series

of cartridge containers designed to offer

improved performance.

The head of the container has been designed

with special vertical ribbing, which lends

greater stability and provides increased

resistance to pressure.

Aquafin is available both in the FP2/1 series

with two-piece plastic filters and in the

FP3/1 series with three-piece plastic filters.

The heads in the Aquafin line are made

exclusively with female-thread couplings

with brass inserts and brass relief valves,

and are all designed for wall mounting. All

containers are designed to hold standard

filter cartridges measuring 5, 7, 9 3/4, 20

inches. They allow handling medium

capacities, and are particularly suitable for

domestic or residential use. The ring on the

FP3 series facilitates opening and closing

during maintenance.  A wrench for assembly

is included in the accessories.  All containers

come without cartridges, and have blue

heads and transparent (Blue SAN) or white

(Opaque PP) sumps.

Other colors are available upon request for

bulk orders.

The package is neutral, but may be

personalized upon request for bulk orders.

aquafin line
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HYDRO LINE

Hydro Line is an alternative to the Standard

line.  It has a different look to the head,

while maintaining the same technical

characteristics as the Standard line.

The Hydro line is available both in the FP2/2

series with two-piece plastic filters, and in

the FP3/2 series with three-piece plastic

filters.  Unlike the Standard line, the Hydro

line is designed exclusively with female-

thread couplings with brass inserts and

brass relief valves. The line is designed for

wall mounting.

All containers are designed to hold standard

filter cartridges measuring 5, 7, 9 3/4, 20

inches. They allow handling medium

capacities, and are particularly suitable for

domestic or residential use. The ring on the

FP3 series facilitates opening and closing

during maintenance.

A wrench for assembly is included in the

accessories.

All containers come without cartridges, and

have blue heads and transparent (Blue SAN)

or white (Opaque PP) sumps.

Other colors are available upon request for

bulk orders.

The package is neutral, but may be

personalized upon request for bulk orders.

hydro line
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AQUALUX LINE

The Aqualux Line cartridge containers have

been designed for excellent seal. Unlike the

other lines, the heads on the Aqualux

containers have a special spherical shape

created by circular ribbing, which lends

greater stability and provides increased

resistance to pressure and improved

performance.

The Aqualux Line is available in both the

FP2/3 series with two-piece plastic filters

and the FP3/3 series with three-piece plastic

filters.

The Aqualux Line is designed exclusively

with female-thread couplings with brass

inserts and brass relief valves.  The line is

designed for wall mounting.  All containers

are designed to hold standard filter

cartridges measuring 5, 7, 9 3/4, 20 inches.

 They allow handling medium capacities,

and are particularly suitable for domestic

or residential use.  The ring on the FP3 series

facilitates opening and closing during

maintenance.

A wrench for assembly is included in the

accessories.

All containers come without cartridges, and

have blue heads and transparent (Blue SAN)

or white (Opaque PP) sumps.

Other colors are available upon request for

bulk orders.

The package is neutral, but may be

personalized upon request for bulk orders.

aqualux line
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SIRIO LINE

The Sirio Line of cartridge containers differs

from all the other lines in that Sirio

containers have female-thread heads and

male-thread sumps.  This creates greater

strength in what is usually the critical point

in a container—the point where the sump

and the head join—and creates a higher

breakage threshold for the container.  Like

the Aqualux Line, Sirio container heads have

special circular ribbing, which increases

stability and resistance to pressure.

Sirio is effective in all applications where

exceptionally high performance is required.

The line comes in the two-piece series, with

exclusively female-thread couplings, without

brass inserts and brass relife valves.  The

line is designed for wall mounting.

All containers are designed to hold standard

filter cartridges measuring 5, 7, 9 3/4, 20

inches. They allow handling medium

capacities, and are particularly suitable for

technical, domestic or residential use.

All containers come without cartridges, and

have blue heads and transparent (Blue SAN)

or white (Opaque PP) sumps.

Other colors are available upon request for

bulk orders.

The package is neutral, but may be

personalized upon request for bulk orders.

sirio line
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“HIGH PRESSURE” LINE

The High Pressure Line includes the FO3

three-piece containers with brass heads and

rings, plastic sumps, and 316/L stainless

steel containers.  The line is suitable for

products used in the semi-professional and

the professional sector, where excellent

performance is required due to the presence

of chemicals and high working pressures

and temperatures.

FO 3, the brass head container, comes with

a transparent SAN or TROGAMID sump.

All containers are designed to hold standard

filter cartridges measuring 5, 7, 9 3/4, 20

inches, with heads designed for wall

mounting, and allow handling medium

capacities.

FIX, the container made exclusively of

stainless steel, comes in the 304.  It is

designed to hold filter cartridges measuring

9“ 3/4 inches or more, and has a head with

1-inch couplings, which can be mounted

onto the wall.

The container closes with two side flanges,

and has a screw valve on the bottom for

emptying liquids from the container.

“high pressure” line
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HOME LINE
The Home Line cartridge containers have
been specially designed for domestic use.
They are made to be connected directly at
the point of use— for example, a kitchen
faucet—and are easy to install and to
maintenance.  Home Line containers come
in simple, attractive shapes that blend in
well with other household appliances.  All
products in the Home Line come in four-
color boxes, which are specially designed
for sale to the general public.

WASHING MACHINE SAVER
This is a very economical lime encrustation
removing system using polyphosphates.  It
has been designed for the washing machine
or the dishwasher, and is mounted directly
on the water in-take pipe.  It is compact and
made of highly resistant plastic, and is so
easy to install that it is not necessary to call
a plumber. Washing Machine Saver keeps the
washing machine or dishwasher free of lime
encrustation, thus reducing consumption of
energy and detergent. The polyphosphates
contained in the product are effective for
about 4 months on the average.

AQUA TOP, AQUA MASTER, AQUA
SMART, and AQUA SUB
These are attractive filter cartridge

containers with different types of fittings.
They may be mounted directly on sink
faucets in the home without the help of a
plumber, and they work without electricity.
For correct usage, it is necessary to
determine correctly which filter cartridge
to install, based on the problem to be solved.

AQUA SELECT
This is a small activated carbon filter that
is installed directly at the point of use to
solve problems with bad odor and taste
caused by the chlorine used to treat civic
water supplies.  The filter is equipped with
a small selection device, which allows
activating it only when needed, in order to
prolong the life of the cartridge.
If the product is used correctly for water
intended for consumption only, an installed
filter cartridge will last about 2 months.
A ceramic cartridge, which uses carbon, is
also available.  In addition to the depurative
action of the carbon, the ceramic cartridge
also filters out unwanted particles as small
as 0.45 of a micron.

home line
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ANTI-SCALING AND ANTI-CORROSIVE
PROPORTIONAL FEEDERS

Aqua, in these recent years has strived strongly

to develop, study and manufacture new products

in the field of water treatment. Today we are

pleased to introduce a new line of Anti-scaling

and Anti-corrosive proportional feeders.

Water, which is generally distributed through

municipality, public and general mains, will in

general have a presence of Calcium and

Magnesium which causes hardness in water

problems. When this water is heated up, it

created a chemical reaction and consequent

precipitation of the calcium carbonate and

magnesium, thus creating carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide favours corrosion of all pipe

lines, while the precipitation of Calcium

carbonate created scaling along all the mains.

By using our AQUACAL Propositional Feeders,

or our Dosing pump MINIDOS an adequate

treatment against scaling and corrosion will be

achieved.

GENERAL APPLICATIONS:
- General Water mains supply
- Boilers
- Water heaters
- Heat Exchangers
- Washing machines

ADVANTAGES:
- Easy to install
- Compact sizes
- Low consumption and 

maintenance costs.

system
dosing
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BIG LINE

Big Line is a line of two-piece containers

for medium-sized cartridges. It is suitable

for situations where a certain quantity of

water is consumed.

The line comes in the AQUA BIG series,

measuring 9 and 3/4 to 20 inches, with an

opaque (White PP) or transparent (Blue

SAN) sump. The heads are made with a

female threading without brass inserts and

with a plastic blow-off valve, in black PP.

The containers are designed for wall

mounting, and all hold filter cartridges with

a 4.5-inch diameter measuring from 9 and

3/4 to 20 inches.

All containers come without cartridges, and

have black heads and transparent or white

sumps. Other colors are available upon

request for bulk orders.

The package is neutral, but may be

personalized upon request for bulk orders.

big line
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W A T E R  S Y S T E M

Branches:

AQUA ITALIA SRL: Via E. Greco,5 – 02100 Vazia (Rieti) / Phone +39 0746 221420 – Fax +39 0746 221424 / Web: www.aqua.it – e-mail: inforieti@aqua.it

AQUA WATER SYSTEMS LTD: Stourport-on-Severn DY13 9QB / Phone: +44 (0)1299 827703 - Fax: +44 (0)1299 827704 / e-mail: info@askaqua.co.uk - Web: www.askaqua.co.uk

AQUA FDI Sarl: 95300 Pontoise / Phone:+33 (0)1 30304040 - Fax:+33 (0)1 30301810 / Web:www.aqua-fdi.com - e-mail:contact@aqua-fdi.com

AQUA FILTRACION S.A.: Pol. Ind. Castellbisbal Sud 08755 Castellbisbal, Barcellona / Phone:+34 (0)93 7711855 - Fax:+34 (0)93 7711772 / e-mail:info@aqua.es - Web:www.aqua.it

SECURA B.C. Sp. z o.o.: 04-388 Warsaw / Phone:+48 (0)22 8134569 - Fax:+48 (0)22 8132949 / e-mail:secura@secura.com.pl - Web:www.secura.com.pl

S.C. ROM-AQUA SRL: 310031, Arad / Phone:+40 (0)257 216601 - Fax:+40 (0)257 216602 / e-mail:romaqua@zappmobile.ro - selin@rdslink.ro - Web: www.filtre-apa.ro

AQUA  SU ARITIMI SAN.TIC.MUHENDISLIK LTD: RIHTIM CAD.FRANSIZ GEDICI C BLOCK 59/38, KARAKOY ISTANBUL / Phone: 0090 212 2920400 / Fax: 0090 212 2920323
e-mail: info@aqua.com.tr / Web: www.aqua.com.tr

Head Office:

AQUA S.p.A.: 42018 San Martino in Rio, (RE) / Phone:+39 0522 695805/85 - Fax:+39 0522 646160 / e-mail:aqua@aqua.it - Web:www.aqua.it
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